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using a number of units to make a larger reactor was next on the agenda. now, in the mid-1990s, the power supply was improved and we could modulate the power to the internet to modulate the power output to a grid. since the university of michigan's center for energy studies was growing, and we could charge for it, we could
receive funding from the university to do two more 30-60 mwt units. we could do these for $30k. also, now we could build about 5 mwt units in a factory and get paid for them, which was key to the business plan. we could build a library of reactors in a factory to sell. the reactors could be fabricated using the same equipment that

was used to build the doe lwr's in a factory on site and make the units identical. (they could not be identical--the heat of the molten core cannot be reproduced in a manufacturing plant.) rit (royal institute of technology) in sweden says that its generation iv lead-cooled nuclear reactor (grc4) developed with basf, has a potential
energy output of 1,000 mwe and 150 mwe per week electric power, with five different fuel cycles for peak power and one for operation in the 1,000 mwe range. its operation is zero-carbon and safe for any extreme load. the reactor has been designed for use in developing countries. the project is part of the global lead-cooled

reactor (glor) initiative, which is an international consortium of research institutes, governments, and industry and includes 36 partners and 114 organisations in 15 countries. epr (european pressurised reactor) was an all-european project set up by twenty leading nuclear and reactor physics organizations. the project produced the
rp-3 epr design study which has now been licensed to a consortium and is progressing towards design certification. the consortium has partnered with a consortium of french nuclear companies (areva, cea, framatome, nuscale, and tractebel) to set up a factory dedicated to rp-3 manufacture.
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oei's design, by my colleague from the bill gates 'junk yard' days, was well positioned to prototype multiple modules into one computer network.the water-cooled reactor (wcr) (2-d cockpit)we present here an early prototype model in the safety electricity for paupers--switch . it is a simple reactor with a liquid sloshing back and forth between
vertical fuel and moderator rods. we based the design on a 17 mw prototype built by oei back in the 1980s, hence named the '2-d cockpit' for our new cocktail. it has enough thermal mass to control the heat to a small scale in the neighborhood of 100 mw, with a large margin below 100 mw operation. it builds up heat in a large thermal mass
outside reactor core. control is in two basic methods, time of day or thermal inertia. the reactor can survive a thermal transient from a loss of power. once there is a unit, we can start using a number of units, allowing for a buffer capacity in case of a partial loss of power. we connected it to the internet at the bill gates' 'junk yard' in the early

1990s. we raised a lot of money--$350k of which $125k was from the state of massachusetts--and the first and only prototype reactor was built and tested with a small amount of spent fuel from the cleanup of the lwr in davis-monthan. we tested it in an asme reactor simulation with computer-aided design (cad) model of the reactor. it worked.
power output was similar to the real davis-monthan reactors, and the thermal dose was similar. the major hazards were that it was liquid-fired, not solid-fueled and it did not have controls. it had no control rods. most importantly, it was in the flat bed, as it was intended to be for transport. 5ec8ef588b
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